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AbstratThe Ator model and �-alulus have served as the basis of a large body of researhon onurreny. We represent the Ator model as a typed asynhronous �-alulus, alledA�. The type system imposes a ertain disipline on the use of names to apture atorproperties. Sine the redution semantis of A� is the same as that of �-alulus, we havea basis for diret omparison between ators and �-alulus. We investigate the notionof may testing in A� and give a trae based haraterization of it. We also present twovariants of A� that di�er in name mathing apabilities, and disuss possible approahesto alternate haraterizations of may testing for them. Our haraterizations are loselyrelated to those for variants of asynhronous �-alulus. We present a detailed omparisonof our haraterizations with them.Key Words: Ators, interation paths, may testing, �-alulus
1 IntrodutionWe introdue a basi alulus for the Ator model [1℄, alled A�, and present a trae basedharaterization of may testing [7℄ in it. It is well-known that a trae based semanti har-aterization simpli�es reasoning about equivalenes, as it does not involve quanti�ation overobserving ontexts. Both testing theories [2℄ and trae based models [17℄ have been studied forators but the relation between them has not been investigated.A� is a typed asynhronous �-alulus [3, 8, 14℄, where the type system enfores propertiesspei� to the Ator model. Sine the operational semantis of �-alulus is unhanged, A� anbe seen as an embedding of the Ator model in �-alulus. This embedding not only provides adiret basis for omparison between the two models, but also enables us to apply onepts andtehniques developed for �-alulus to Ators. Many formalisms for the Ator model have beenproposed in the past [2, 6, 9, 16, 17℄ and various notions of equivalene have been onsidered forthem [2, 6, 17℄. However, none of these formalisms is diretly omparable to �-alulus. On theother hand, we believe reusing a well-known formalism provides some advantages over adoptinga fresh approah.We onsider three variants of A� whih di�er in their ability to ompare names: one withthe ability to both math and mismath names, one with only the ability to math names, andone with a restrited form of mathing that allows only omparison with names loal to the1



proess. Eah of these variations leads to a di�erent may testing theory, as the disriminationpower of observers dereases with redued ability. Variants of �-alulus that di�er in namemathing apabilities have been studied [11, 12℄, but to the best of our knowledge the notion ofrestrited mathing is unique to ours.We disuss the alternate haraterization of may testing for all the variants of A�. Theapproah we adopt is similar to that used for haraterization of may testing for asynhronous�-alulus[11℄. The haraterization for the variant with both math and mismath di�ers fromthe one presented in [11℄ in several respets. This is beause of di�erenes between the notionsof observability in ators and �-alulusthat are reeted as di�erenes between the labeledtransition system for the two models. However, despite this di�erene, the haraterization forthe variant without mismath is very similar to that in [11℄. But, the haraterization for thevariant with restrited math needs some radial hanges to the previous tehniques. Due tospae limitation, we present the results for only A� with math and mismath (simply A� fromnow on), and sketh the key ideas behind haraterizations for the other two variants.Following is the layout of the rest of the paper. In Setion 2, we present the syntax, typesystem, and redution semantis of A�. In Setions 3 and 4, we de�ne a labeled transitionsystem and use the resulting traes to give an alternate haraterization of may testing for A�.In Setion 5, we present the syntax and semantis of the other two variants of A�, and skeththe alternate haraterization of may testing in them. In Setion 6, we disuss related work andfuture diretions of researh.2 The Calulus2.1 The Ator ModelA omputational system in the Ator Model, alled a on�guration, onsists of a olletionof onurrently exeuting ators and a olletion of messages in transit [1℄. Eah ator has aunique name (the uniqueness property) and a behavior, and ommuniates with other atorsvia asynhronous messages. Ators are reative in nature, i.e. they exeute only in responseto messages reeived. An ator's behavior is deterministi in that its response to a message isuniquely determined by the message ontents. Message delivery in the Ator model is fair [4℄.The delivery of a message an only be delayed for a �nite but unbounded amount of time.An ator an perform three basi ations on reeiving a message: (a) reate a �nite numberof ators with universally fresh names, (b) send a �nite number of messages, and () assume anew behavior. Furthermore, all ations performed on reeiving a message are onurrent; thereis no ordering between any two of them. The following observations are in order here. First,ators are persistent in that they do not disappear after proessing a message (the persisteneproperty). Seond, ators annot be reated with well known names or names reeived in amessage (the freshness property).
2.2 SyntaxWe assume an in�nite set of namesN , and a set B of behavior identi�ers. We let u; v; w; x; y; z; : : :range over N , and B range over B. We write ~x for a tuple of names, and len(~x) for the lengthof the tuple. For ~x of length n, xi for i � n denotes the ith omponent of the tuple. We let Crange over the set of preterms C, whih is de�ned by the following ontext-free grammar.2



C := 0 j x(y):C j xy j [x = y℄(C1; C2) j (�x)C j C1jC2 j Bh~x; ~yiThe order of preedene of ombinators is the order in whih they appear. The nil term 0,represents an empty on�guration. The output term xy, represents a on�guration with a singlemessage targeted to x and with ontents y. We all x the subjet of the output term. The inputterm x(y):C represents a on�guration with an ator x whose behavior is (~y)C. We all x thesubjet of the input term. The omposition C1jC2 is a on�guration ontaining all the atorsand messages in C1 and C2. The onditional [x = y℄(C1; C2) is C1 if x and y are the same names,and C2 otherwise. The restrition (�x)C is the same as C, exept that x is now private to C.The term Bh~u; ~vi is a behavior instantiation. The identi�er B has a single de�ning equationof the form B def= (~x; ~y)x1(z):C, where ~x is a tuple of distint names of length 1 or 2, and ~x, ~ytogether ontain exatly the free names in x1(z):C. The de�nition provides a template for anator behavior. For an instantiation Bh~u; ~vi we assume len(~u) = len(~x), and len(~v) = len(~y).
2.3 Notational Conventions and De�nitionsFor a tuple ~x, we denote the set of names ourring in ~x by f~xg. We write ~x; ~y for the resultof appending ~y to ~x. We let ẑ range over f;; fzgg. By ~x; ẑ we mean ~x; z if ẑ = fzg, and ~xotherwise. The term (ẑ)C is (�z)C if ẑ = fzg, and C otherwise. We write (�x1; : : : ; xn)Cinstead of (�x1):::(�xn)C.The funtions fn(:), bn(:), n(:) are de�ned on preterms the obvious way. Alpha equivaleneon preterms, ��, is de�ned as usual. We also use the usual de�nition and notational onventionfor name substitution, and let � range over substitutions. For a name x we write �(x) for thename to whih x is mapped to by �, and for a set of names S, we write �(S) to denote the setobtained by applying � to eah element of S. Name substitutions on on�gurations are de�nedmodulo alpha equivalene, with the usual renaming onvention to avoid aptures. We write C�to denote the result of applying the simultaneous substitution � to C.Let X � N . We assume ?; � =2 N , and de�ne X� = X [ f?; �g. For f : X ! X�, we de�nef� : X� ! X� as f�(x) = f(x) for x 2 X and f(?) = f(�) = ?. Further, if � is a substitutionwhih is one-to-one on X, we de�ne f� : �(X) ! �(X)� as f�(�(x)) = �(f(x)), where we let�(?) = ? and �(�) = �.
2.4 Type SystemNot all preterms represent ator on�gurations. Unlike �-alulus where names denote ommu-niation hannels, a name in the Ator model uniquely denotes a persistent agent. To apturethis objet paradigm we need to impose a ertain disipline on the use of names, whih we dousing a type system. Well-typed preterms, alled terms, will represent ator on�gurations.Stritly enforing all ator properties would make A� too weak to express ertain ommuni-ation patterns. One suh senario is where, instead of assuming a new behavior immediatelyafter reeiving a message (as required by persistene property), an ator has to wait until ertainsynhronization onditions are met before proessing the next message. For example, suh adelaying mehanism is required to express polyadi ommuniation, where an ator has to delaythe assumption of a behavior and proessing of other messages until all the arguments are trans-fered. We therefore relax the persistene requirement, and allow ators to temporarily assume3



a series of fresh names, one at a time, and resume the old name at a later point. Basially, thesynhronization task is delegated from one new name to another until the last one releases theator after ertain synhronization onditions are met.A typing judgment is of the form �; f ` C, where � is the set of free names in C that denoteators in C, and f : �! �� is a funtion that relates ators in C to the temporary names theyhave assumed urrently. Spei�ally, f(x) = ? means that x is a regular ator name and not atemporary one, f(x) = � means x is the temporary name of an ator with a private name (boundby a restrition), and f(x) = y =2 f?; �g means that ator y has assumed the temporary namex. The funtion f has the following properties: for all x; y 2 �, f(x) 6= x, f(x) = f(y) =2 f?; �gimplies x = y, and f�(f(x)) = ?. While the �rst property is obvious, the seond states that anator annot assume more than one temporary name at the same time, and the third states thattemporary names are not like regular ator names in that they themselves annot temporarilyassume new names but an only delegate their apability of releasing the original ator to newnames.We de�ne the following funtions and relations that will be used in de�ning the type rules.De�nition 1 Let f1 : �1 ! ��1 and f2 : �2 ! ��2.1. We de�ne f1 � f2 : �1 [ �2 ! (�1 [ �2)� as
(f1 � f2)(x) = ( f1(x) if x 2 �1, and f1(x) 6= ? or x =2 �2f2(x) otherwiseNote that � is assoiative.2. If � � �1 we de�ne f j� : �! �� as

(f j�)(x) = ( � if f(x) 2 �1 � �f(x) otherwise
3. We say f1 and f2 are ompatible if f = f1 � f2 has following properties: f = f2 � f1, andfor all x; y 2 �1[�2, f(x) 6= x, f�(f(x)) = ?, and f(x) = f(y) =2 f?; �g implies x = y. 2De�nition 2 For a tuple ~x, we de�ne h(~x) : f~xg ! f~xg� as h(�) = fg, and if len(x) = n,h(~x)(xi) = xi+1 for 1 � i < n and h(~x)(xn) = ?. 2
The type rules are shown in Table 1. Rules NIL and MSG are obvious. In the ACT rule,if ẑ = fzg then ator z has assumed temporary name x. The ondition y =2 � ensures thatators are not reated with names reeived in a message. In the terminology of [15℄, only outputapability of names an be passed in messages. The onditions y =2 � and �� fxg = ẑ togetherguarantee the freshness property by ensuring that new ators are reated with fresh names.Note that it is possible for x to be a regular name, i.e. � � fxg = ;, and disappear afterreeiving a message, i.e. x =2 �. We interpret this as the ator x assuming a Sink behavior thatsimply onsumes all messages it reeives. With this interpretation the persistene property isnot violated.The ompatibility hek in COND rule prevents errors suh as two ators, eah in a di�erentbranh, assuming the same temporary name, or the same ator assuming di�erent temporary4



NIL: ;; fg ` 0 MSG: ;; fg ` xy
ACT: �; f ` Cfxg [ ẑ; h(x; ẑ) ` x(y):C if �� fxg = ẑ; y =2 �; andf = ( h(x; ẑ) if x 2 �h(�; ẑ) otherwiseCOND: �1; f1 ` C1 �2; f2 ` C2�1 [ �2; f1 � f2 ` [x = y℄(C1; C2)if f1 and f2 are ompatibleCOMP: �1; f1 ` C1 �2; f2 ` C2�1 [ �2; f1 � f2 ` C1jC2 if �1 \ �2 = �

RES: �; f ` C�� fxg; f j(�� fxg) ` (�x)CINST: f~xg; h(~x) ` Bh~x; ~yi if len(~x) = 2 implies x1 6= x2Table 1: Type rules for A�.
names in di�erent branhes. The COMP rule guarantees the uniqueness property by ensuringthat the two omposed on�gurations do not ontain ators with the same name. In the RESrule, f is updated so that if x has assumed a temporary name y in C, then y's role as a temporaryname is remembered but x is forgotten. The INST rule assumes that if len(~x) = 2 then Bh~x; ~yidenotes an ator x2 that has assumed temporary name x1.Type heking a preterm involves heking the aompanying behavior de�nitions. For INSTrule to be sound, for every de�nition B def= (~x; ~y)x1(z):C and substitution � = f~u; ~v=~x; ~yg that isone-to-one on f~xg, the judgment f~ug; h(~u) ` (x1(z):C)� should be derivable. From Lemma 2,it follows that this onstraint is satis�ed if f~xg; h(~x) ` x1(z):C is derivable. Thus, a preterm iswell-typed only if for eah aompanying behavior de�nition B def= (~x; ~y)x1(z):C, the judgmentf~xg; h(~x) ` x1(z):C is derivable.The following lemma states a soundness property of the type system.Lemma 1 If �; f ` C then � � fn(C), and for all x; y 2 �, f(x) 6= x, f�(f(x)) = ?, andf(x) = f(y) =2 f?; �g implies x = y. Further, if �0; f 0 ` C then � = �0 and f = f 0. 2Not all substitutions on a term C yield terms. A substitution � may identify distint atornames in C and therefore violate the uniqueness property. But, if � renames di�erent ators inC to di�erent names then C� will be well typed.
Lemma 2 If �; f ` C and � is one-to-one on � then �(�); f� ` C�. 2
2.5 Redution SemantisRedution semantis of A� is the same as that of �-alulus with mismath. It is de�ned interms of the usual strutural ongruene over preterms and redution rules shown in De�nition 3and Table 2. We use =) to denote the reexive transitive losure of �!.5



RECV: x(y):C j xz �! Cfz=ygIF: [x = x℄(C1; C2) �! C1 ELSE: [x = y℄(C1; C2) �! C2 if x 6= yHIDE: C �! C 0(�x)C �! (�x)C 0 PAR: C1 �! C 01C1jC2 �! C 01jC2REQV: C 01 �! C 02C1 �! C2 if C1 � C 01C2 � C 02Table 2: Redution rules for A�.
De�nition 3 (strutural ongruene) The relation � is the smallest ongruene relation onpreterms losed under the following laws:1. If C1 �� C2 then C1 � C2.2. The ombinator 'j' is ommutative and assoiative with 0 as identity.3. (�x; y)C � (�y; x)C, (�x)0 � 0.4. If x =2 fn(C2) then (�x)C1jC2 � (�x)(C1jC2).5. If B def= (~x; ~y)x1(z):C, len(~u) = len(~x), and len(~v) = len(~y) thenBh~u; ~vi � (x1(z):C)f(~u; ~v)=(~x; ~y)g. 2Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 state that type system respets both the strutural ongrueneand redution rules.Lemma 3 Let C1 � C2. Then fn(C1) = fn(C2), and �; f ` C1 if and only if �; f ` C2. 2Theorem 1 (subjet redution 1) Let �; f ` C and C �! C 0. Then �0; f 0 ` C 0, for some�0 � �, and f 0 : �0 ! �0� satisfying the following onditions: f 0(x) = ? if f(x) = ?, f 0(x) 2ff(x);?g otherwise. 2

Sine well-typed terms are losed under redution, it follows that ator properties are pre-served during a omputation. However, note that the soure and the target of a transition neednot have the same typing judgment. This is beause of two reasons. First, ators may disappear.As the reader may reall, this is interpreted as the ator assuming a sink behavior. Seond, anator with a temporary name may re-assume its original name, or deide to never assume it.We show how the ability to temporarily assume a fresh name an be used to enode polyadiommuniation in A�. We assume that the subjet of a polyadi reeive is not a temporaryname. In partiular, in the enoding below, x annot be a temporary name. The idea behindtranslation is to let x temporarily assume a fresh name z whih is used to reeive all thearguments without any interferene from other messages, and re-assume x after the reeipt. Forfresh u; z we have[jxhy1; : : : ; ynij℄ = (�u)(xu j S1hu; y1; : : : ; yni)
6



Si def= (u; yi; : : : ; yn)u(z):(zyi j Si+1hu; yi+1; : : : ; yni) 1 � i < nSn def= (u; yn)u(z):zyn[jx(y1; : : : ; yn):Cj℄ = x(u):(�z)(uz j R1hz; x̂;u; ~ai)Ri def= (z; x̂;u; ~a)z(yi):(uz j Ri+1hz; x̂;u; ~ai) 1 � i < nRn def= (z; x̂;u; ~a)z(yn):(uz j [jCj℄)where ~a = fn(x(y1; : : : ; yn):C) � fxg, and x̂ = fxg if for some �; f , we have � [ fxg; f ` [jCj℄,and x̂ = ; otherwise.The formalism thus far does not aount for fairness in message deliveries that is requiredby the Ator model. We do not onsider fairness, as it does not make a di�erene to the maytesting theory we are onerned with. The reader is referred to Setion 6 for further disussionabout this.3 May Testing EquivaleneWe now instantiate the general notion of may testing [7℄ on A�. As in any typed alulus,testing in A� takes typing into aount; an observer O an be used to test C only if CjO iswell typed. Sine the set of valid tests varies between on�gurations, we parameterize the maypreorder with the set of observers that is used to deide the order.De�nition 4 (may testing) Observers are ator on�gurations that an emit a speial mes-sage ��. We let O range over the set of observers. For C;O suh that CjO is well-typed, wesay C may O if CjO =) C 0j�� for some C 0. Let �1; f1 ` C1 and �2; f2 ` C2. Then for � suhthat �1; �2 � � we say C1 <�� C2 if for every O suh that �0; f 0 ` O and �0 \ � = ;, C1 may Oimplies C2 may O. We say C1 '� C2 if C1 <�� C2 and C2 <�� C1. Note that <�� is reexive andtransitive, and '� is an equivalene relation. 2The parameter of a preorder indiates the size of the observer set that is used to deide theorder; the larger the parameter, the smaller the observer set. From this observation, it is easyto see that when �1 � �2, we have C1 <��1 C2 implies C1 <��2 C2, but not the onverse. To seewhy the onverse doesn't hold, we have 0 'fxg xx, but only 0 <�; xx and xx =<�; 0. Similarly,xx 'fx;yg yy, but xx =<�; yy and yy =<�; xx. However, the onverse holds if fn(C1)[ fn(C2) � �1.Theorem 2 Let �1 � �2. Then C1 <��1 C2 implies C1 <��2 C2. Further, if fn(C1)[ fn(C2) � �1then C1 <��2 C2 implies C1 <��1 C2. 2
4 An Alternate Charaterization of May TestingWe give an alternate haraterization of may testing whih does not involve quanti�ationover observing ontexts. The haraterization is trae-based, i.e. it is in terms of sequenesof observable ations, namely the message exhanges, that a on�guration may perform whileinterating with its environment.The set of possible message exhanges at any time is determined by the urrent ownership ofnames, i.e. whih names denote ators in the on�guration and whih those in the environment.7



The on�guration an input only messages targeted to one of its ators that is not hiddenfrom the environment (a reeptionist), and an emit only messages targeted to an ator inthe environment (an external ator). We all this the enapsulation property. Note that theinformation about ownership of names is in general not ontained in the syntax of a on�gurationas internal ators may disappear (assume sink behavior) and external names may be forgottenas the on�guration evolves. We therefore de�ne the notion of a on�guration interfae thatreords the history of ownership of names, and use it to de�ne a labeled transition system thatharaterizes observable ations.
4.1 Labeled Transition System and Interation PathsDe�nition 5 (interfaes) An interfae is a pair of sets of names written as [�; �℄, where� \ � = ;. We let I range over interfaes. We de�ne an ordering on interfaes as [�1; �1℄ �[�2; �2℄ if �1 � �2 and �1 � �2 [ �2. 2Lemma 4 The relation � on interfaes is a partial order. 2We assoiate a on�guration with interfae [�; �℄ to mean that names in � denote reeptionistsof the on�guration and those in � denote its external ators. Thus, the on�guration aninput only messages with target in � and emit messages with target in �. Note that sine theomputational history of a on�guration is not ontained in its syntax, a on�guration an haveseveral possible interfaes. The idea behind partial order on interfaes is that if I1 � I2 and I1is a possible interfae of a on�guration then so is I2.De�nition 6 Let �; f ` C, and � = fn(C)� �. Then we say [�0; �0℄ is a possible interfae of Cand write C : [�0; �0℄ if [�; �℄ � [�0; �0℄. We all [�; �℄ the minimal interfae of C.Remark: Note that as a diret onsequene of Lemma 3, if C1 � C2 then C1 : [�; �℄ if and onlyif C2 : [�; �℄. 2We de�ne labeled transitions over on�gurations with interfaes, whih are written as hhCii��.We say hhCii�� is well-formed if and only if C : [�; �℄. The transition rules are given in Table3. Transition labels an be of �ve forms: � (a silent ation), xy (free output of a message withtarget x and ontent y), x(y) (bound output), xy (free input of a message) and x(y) (boundinput). We denote the set of all visible ations (non-�) ations by L, and let � range overL. The funtions fn(:); bn(:) and n(:) are de�ned on L the usual way. To have a onvenientuniform notation for free and bound ations we use the following onvention: (;)xy = xy,(fyg)xy = x(y), and similarly for input ations. We de�ne a omplementation funtion on L as(ŷ)xy = (ŷ)xy, (ŷ)xy = (ŷ)xy.The labeled transition system is essentially a simple extension of the redution system toinlude observable ations. The IN and OUT rules together apture the enapsulation propertywe desribed earlier. The IN rule states that a on�guration an reeive only a message targetedto one of its reeptionists. The message is asynhronous and is added to the pool of messages inthe on�guration. The external ator set of the interfae may expand as the reeived messagemay ontain new external ator names. The OUT rule states that only messages targeted to anexternal ator an leave the on�guration. The reeptionist set may expand beause names ofhidden ators an be exported in the message. Note that fresh names are hosen for these newreeptionists so that uniqueness property is preserved.8



IN: hhCii�� (ŷ)xy�! hhC j xyii�(�[fyg)�� if ŷ \ (� [ �) = ;; x 2 �OUT: hh(�ŷ)(Cjxy)ii�� (ŷ)xy�! hhCii�[ŷ� if ŷ \ (� [ �) = ;; x 2 �
TAU: C �! C 0hhCii�� ��! hhC 0ii�� LEQV: hhC 01ii�� ��! hhC 02ii��hhC1ii�� ��! hhC2ii�� if C1 � C 01C2 � C 02Table 3: Labelled transition system for A�

Lemma 5 states that the transition system is onsistent with the redution system. The-orem 3 states the soundness of the transition system and also haraterizes the evolution ofon�guration interfaes.Lemma 5 If C : [�; �℄ then C �! C 0 if and only if hhCii�� ��! hhC 0ii��. 2
Theorem 3 (subjet redution 2) If C1 : [�1; �1℄ and hhC1ii�1�1 ��! hhC2ii�2�2 then C2 : [�2; �2℄,�1 � �2 and �1 � �2.Remark: Note that [�1; �1℄ � [�2; �2℄. 2

We let s; r; t range over L�. For s = �1 : : : �i : : : �n, we de�ne len(s) = n, and s(i) =�i, for 1 � i � len(s). The funtions fn(:); bn(:) and n(:) are de�ned on L� the obviousway. The omplementation funtion on L is extended to L� the obvious way. We use =) todenote the reexive transitive losure of ��!, and �=) to denote =) ��!=). Note that =) isoverloaded to denote both sequenes of redutions and ��! transitions, but its ontext of usewill always larify whih one is being used. For s = l:s0 we use hhC1ii�1�1 s�! hhC2ii�2�2 to denotehhC1ii�1�1 l�! s0�! hhC2ii�2�2 , and similarly hhC1ii�1�1 s=) hhC2ii�2�2 to denote hhC1ii�1�1 l=) s0=) hhC2ii�2�2 .We write hhCii�� s=) if hhCii�� s=) hhC 0ii�0�0 for some C 0; �0; �0, and similarly for hhCii�� s�! andhhCii�� ��!.The sequenes of observable ations, alled interation paths, that a on�guration C with in-terfae [�; �℄ may perform are preisely s 2 L� suh that hhCii�� s=). The following lemma, whihis true in A�, relates a omputation involving two omposed on�gurations to the interationpaths that eah exhibits during the omputation.
Lemma 6 (zip-unzip) Let C1 : [�1; �1℄; C2 : [�2; �2℄, and �1 \ �2 = ;. Then C1jC2 =) C ifand only if for some s, hhC1ii�1�1 s=) hhC 01ii�01�01, hhC2ii�2�2 s=) hhC 02ii�02�02 and C � (�~z)(C 01jC 02), wheref~zg = bn(s). 2
4.2 The Alternate CharaterizationWe present an alternate haraterization of may testing in A� that is based on interationpaths. We follow the same approah used for asynhronous �-alulus by Boreale [11℄. How-ever, di�erenes between the two aluli, suh as in name mathing apabilities and notions ofobservability, lead to hanges in the haraterization and require di�erent proofs to establish it.9



To demonstrate these di�erenes, we follow Boreale's proof layout and highlight the di�erenesas they arise.De�nition 7 and Lemma 7 demonstrate the relation between interation paths exhibited bya on�guration and the evolution of its interfae.De�nition 7 We de�ne the following funtions on interation pathsrp([�; �℄; �) = � ext([�; �℄; �) = �rp([�; �℄; s:(ŷ)xy) = ŷ [ rp([�; �℄; s) ext([�; �℄; s:(ŷ)xy) = ext([�; �℄; s)rp([�; �℄; s:(ŷ)xy) = rp([�; �℄; s) ext([�; �℄; s:(ŷ)xy) = (fyg [ ext([�; �℄; s))�rp([�; �℄; s) 2Lemma 7 If hhCii�� s=) hhC 0ii�0�0 then1. �0 = rp([�; �℄; s) and �0 = ext([�; �℄; s),2. s = s1:(ŷ)xy:s2 implies x 2 rp([�; �℄; s1), and ŷ \ (rp([�; �℄; s1) [ ext([�; �℄; s1)) = ;.3. s = s1:(ŷ)xy:s2 implies x 2 ext([�; �℄; s1), and y 2 rp([�; �℄; s1) [ ext([�; �℄; s1) if andonly if ŷ = ;.4. rp([�; �℄; s) [ ext([�; �℄; s) = n(s) [ � [ �, and5. s = s1:�:s2 implies bn(�) \ (n(s1) [ � [ �) = ;. 2
For � \ � = ;, we de�ne L�[�; �℄ as the set of all s 2 L� that satisfy onditions 2 and 3of Lemma 7. We de�ne alpha equivalene on paths the obvious way, and work modulo alphaequivalene. Note that L�[�; �℄ is not losed under alpha renaming, that is for s 2 L�[�; �℄ theremay be r �� s but r =2 L�[�; �℄. Therefore, we will only onsider alpha renaming that does notresult in suh ill-formed paths

De�nition 8 (path transformation) We de�ne a relation � on L� as the reexive transitivelosure of the relation de�ned in Table 4. 2
The intuition behind laws in Table 4, whih is stated formally in Lemma 8, is that, forr; s 2 L�[�; �℄ and r � s, if a on�guration exhibits s then it an also exhibit r. L3 statesthat two onseutive outputs an be ommuted, while L4 states that two onseutive inputsan be ommuted. L5 states that an output an be postponed to after an input, provided theinput doesn't use the bound name exported by the output. L3 and L5 an be used to postponeoutputs, and L4 and L5 to prepone inputs. These two rules apture the essene of asynhrony.L1 states that additional inputs may be appended, and L2 states that a tailing output an beremoved as there is no interation after it that depends on it.

Lemma 8 If hhCii�� s=), r � s and r 2 L�[�; �℄, then hhCii�� r=). 2
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(L1) s:(ŷ)xy � s(L2) s � s:(ŷ)xy(L3) s1:(M)uv:(N)xy:s2 � s1:(ŷ)xy:(v̂)uv:s2 where M = v̂; N = ŷ if v =2 ŷM = ŷ; N = ; otherwise(L4) s1:(M)uv:(N)xy:s2 � s1:(ŷ)xy:(v̂)uv:s2 where M = v̂; N = ŷ if v =2 ŷM = ŷ; N = ; otherwise(L5) s1:(v̂)uv:(ŷ)xy:s2 � s1:(ŷ)xy:(v̂)uv:s2 if u; v =2 ŷ
Table 4: A relation on interation paths.We now ompare our laws with those of Boreale. The mismath apability in A� enablesdistinguishing bound names from free names. Thus, Boreale's law that allows replaing boundnames in an input ation with free names is not appliable in A�. Furthermore, Boreale's annihi-lation law, whih states that a on�guration an onsume a pair of omplementary interations,is not needed in A� for two reasons. First, due to the enapsulation property a on�guration annever exhibit omplementary ations. Seond, beause we do not have a law that substitutesbound names with fresh names, no path with omplementary ations is related to a path inL�[�; �℄. For the variants without mismath apability, the two laws above will be needed (seeSetion 5). Finally, as opposed to asynhronous inputs allowed by the IN rule, Boreale's LTSuses synhronous inputs. As a onsequene, L4 is not appliable there. These di�erenes leadto a stronger haraterization of may preorder for A� (see below).Using � we de�ne the following preorder on on�gurations, whih we will prove to be analternate haraterization of may preorder.De�nition 9 Let [�1; �1℄ be the minimal interfae of C1 and [�2; �2℄ that of C2. For � suh that�1; �2 � �, we say C1 �� C2 if for � = (�1 [ �2) � �, hhC1ii�� s=) implies hhC2ii�� r=) for somer � s. 2Although it is easy to see that C1 �� C2 implies C1 <�� C2, the reverse diretion is moreinvolved. To prove the reverse diretion, we onstrut for a given s 2 L�[�; �℄, an observer Osuh that for C : [�; �℄, if C may O then hhCii�� r=) for some r � s.De�nition 10 (anonial observer) For s 2 L�[�; �℄, we de�ne an observerO([�; �℄; s) = (�~x; z)(jxi2ext([�;�℄;s)Proxy(s; xi; z) j O0([�; �℄; s; z)), wheref~xg = bn(s)� rp([�; �℄; s)O0([�; �℄; �; z) 4= �O0([�; �℄; (ŷ)xy:s; z) 4= xyjO0([�; � [ fyg � �℄; s; z)O0([�; �℄; xy:s; z) 4= z(u; v):[u = x ^ v = y℄(O0([�; �℄; s; z); 0) v; u freshO0([�; �℄; x(y):s; z) 4= z(u; y):[u = x ^ y =2 (� [ �)℄(O0([� [ fyg; �℄; s; z); 0) u freshProxy(�; x; z) = 0Proxy((ŷ)xy:s; x; z) 4= Proxy(s; x; z)Proxy((ŷ)xy:s; x; z) 4= x(v):(zhx; vi j Proxy(s; x; z)) v fresh11



In the above, 4= is used for maro de�nitions. 2
The observer O([�; �℄; s) onsists of a olletion of proxies and a entral mather. Thereis one forwarding proxy for eah external name a on�guration C knows while doing s. Thisforwarding mehanism, whih is absent in Boreale's onstrution, is essential in our ase beauseof uniqueness of ator names. The mather whih analyzes the forwarded messages, keeps trakof names in the \urrent" interfae of C and uses them to distinguish bound names from freenames in outputs. This tehnique works beause if (ŷ)xy:s 2 L�[�; �℄ and y =2 � [ � thenŷ = fyg. The abbreviations =2 and ^ used in the de�nition an be enoded using the onditionalonstrut. The enoding of =2 requires the ability to mismath names. Note that the de�nitionalso uses polyadi ommuniation between proxies and mather, whose enoding was shown inSetion 2.We not only require a di�erent onstrution for the anonial observer than Boreale's, butalso an essentially di�erent argument for establishing Lemma 9 (see Appendix for proof). Fors 2 L�[�; �℄, let Æ([�; �℄; s) be the set of all names y suh that s an be written as s1:xy:s2 andy =2 rp([�; �℄; s1)[ ext([�; �℄; s1). It is easy to show that if s 2 L�[�; �℄ and �0 = �[Æ([�; �℄; s),then O([�; �℄; s) : [�0; �℄.

Lemma 9 Let r; s 2 L�[�; �℄ and �0 = �[Æ([�; �℄; s). Then hhO([�; �℄; s)ii�0� r:��=) implies r � s.2
Following is the alternate haraterization of may preorder.

Theorem 4 C1 <�� C2 if and only if C1 �� C2. 2
This alternate haraterization an be further strengthened to set inlusion in the ase of A�.This is a onsequene of Lemma 10 whih is not true in Boreale's setting. Note that Theorem 5renders the interation-path preorder to a proof tool rather than a part of the haraterization.Lemma 10 Let r; s 2 L�[�; �℄. Then r � s implies s � r. 2

Theorem 5 Let [�1; �1℄ be the minimal interfae of C1 and [�2; �2℄ that of C2. For � suh that�1; �2 � �, if C1 �� C2 and � = (�1 [ �2)� �, then hhC1ii�� s=) implies hhC2ii�� s=). 2
5 Variants of A�We now present the two variants of A� without mismath. First, we onsider the restritedversion whih allows omparison of a reeived name with only a loal name. For this variant,the COND rule is replaed by

CASE: 81 � i � n �i; fi ` Ci([i(�i [ yi)); f ` ase x of (y1 : C1; : : : ; yn : Cn)if yi 6= yj for i 6= j; andfi are mutually ompatible12



where f(x) = ( (f1 � f2 � : : :� fn)(x) if x 2 [i�i? otherwise:Note that unlike in COND, yi's are inluded in the set of ators of the resulting on�guration,thus making them loal. This ensures that yi's are onstants beause by the ACT rule theyannot be bound by input pre�xes, and hene annot be reeived names. The ase onstrutan be seen as a maro for the following �-alulus term.[jase x of (y1 : C1; : : : yn : Cn)j℄ = [x = y1℄[jC1j℄j : : : j[x = yn℄[jCnj℄We an not use this translation diretly in A� instead of the ase onstrut beause it neednot be well-typed. Although only one of the Ci's is ativated beause yi's are distint, the typesystem is not lever enough to aept the translation. Spei�ally, sine more than one Ci mayontain the same ator, the COMP rule ould be violated. It is possible to enhane the typesystem to aept suh terms; but that would make the type system signi�antly omplex. Wetherefore adopt the simpler approah of using a multi-branhing ase statement.For the variant with general math that allows omparison of any two names, the CONDrule is replaed with
MATCH: 81 � i � n �i; fi ` Ci([i�i); (f1 � f2 � : : :� fn) ` if x is (y1 : C1; : : : ; yn : Cn)if fi are mutually ompatibleUnlike in ase, yi's an be reeived names and therefore, it is possible that more than onebranh is true during the math. In suh ases, one of the branhes is non-deterministiallyhosen. Thus, we deviate slightly from the Ator model by allowing ator behaviors to benon-deterministi. But this is only internal non-determinism beause the hoie an not beinuened by external interations. In fat, the if onstrut an be seen as a maro for thefollowing �-alulus term that does not involve the hoie operator.

[jif x is (y1 : C1; : : : ;yn : Cn)j℄ =(�u; v1;: : : ; vn)([x = y1℄uv1j : : : j[x = yn℄uvnju(w):[j(ase w of (v1 : C1; : : : ; vn : Cn))j℄) u; vi; w fresh
Note that this enoding an not be used diretly in A� instead of if, beause it will not typehek when [�i ontains more than one element (violates the ACT rule). For the same reasongiven for ase we need a new onstrut to simplify the type system. Lemmas 1 and 2 are truefor For both the variants of A�.For redution semantis of the variants, the strutural ongruene rules of A� are left un-hanged, but the redution rules are hanged by replaing IF and ELSE rules with one of thefollowing: BCASE: ase x of (y1 : C1; : : : ; yn : Cn) �! Ci if x = yi andBMATCH: if x of (y1 : C1; : : : ; yn : Cn) �! Ci if x = yi13



Both Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 hold for the variants. The de�nition of may testing for variantsis the same as that for A�, and Theorem 2 holds for both. The labeled transition system forvariants is also the same, and all lemmas and theorems in Setion 4.1 hold in both.For the alternate haraterization of may testing in the variant with general math, we needto weaken the trae preorder (relate more paths) by adding some laws to Table 4. Sine withoutmismath apability an observer annot fully disriminate between free and bound outputs (ofthe on�guration it observes), we need the following law.(L6) s1:xw:(s2fw=yg) � s1:x(y):s2Note that substitutions suh as the above may lead to internalization of messages. Spei�ally,if an observer reeives the name of one of its own ators instead of a fresh name, the messagesthat the observer sends to the argument will now be internalized and an not be onsumed bythe environment. Furthermore, these internalized messages an themselves be onsumed by theobserver in a suessful omputation. We aount for these possibilities by a new law.(L7) s1:(ŷ)s2 � s1:(ŷ)xy:xy:s2 if (ŷ)s2 is definedwhere (ŷ)s2 is s2 if ŷ is empty, and otherwise is the path obtained from s2 by binding the �rstfree ourene of y as the argument of an input ation. If the �rst free ourene of y is not theargument of an input ation then (ŷ)s2 is unde�ned. With these new laws, Theorem 4 holdsfor the variant with �� de�ned as in De�nition 9. However, Lemma 10 and Theorem 5 do nothold. We note that laws L6 and L7 also appear in the alternate haraterization of may testingfor asynhronous �-alulus with math operator [11℄. In fat, the haraterizations for the twoaluli are essentially the same.For the variant with restrited math, the usual approah for haraterization does not workfor several reasons. First, sine an observer an only math a name against its loal names,it annot fully disriminiate between outputs ontaining loal names and outputs ontainingnon-loal names. Thus, in ontrast to L6, any output argument that is not a loal name (notjust bound names) an be substituted with arbitrary names. Seond, di�erent suh outputswith the same argument an be substituted with di�erent names, beause the observer an notompare two reeived names with eah other. Furthermore, sine di�erent observers an usenames they reeive in di�erent ways to send messages, the result of suh general substitutionsis one of many possible paths depending on the data ow in the observer's omputation.We demonstrate the need for a di�erent approah to haraterization through an example.Consider C1 = (�u)(xujyuju(w):ww) that an exhibit s = x(u):yu:u(w):ww. The followingobservers an be satis�ed by s:O1 = (�w)(x(t):twjy(t0):0jw(v):[v = w℄��)O2 = (�w)(x(t):0jy(t0):t0wjw(v):[v = w℄��)Let C2 = (�v; u1; u2)(v(t):v(t0):(xtjyt0)jvu1jvu2ju1(w):ww). Now, C2 an satisfy O1 with r1 =x(u1):y(u2):u1(w):ww, and O2 with r2 = x(u2):y(u1):u1(w):ww. But, it annot exhibit a singlepath that an satisfy both O1 and O2. In fat, it is the ase that C1 <�; C2. This example showsthat the alternate haraterization of C1 <�� C2 should only require that, for a given path s thatC1 exhibits, C2 an exhibit a set of paths P suh that if s satis�es an observer O then there is14



a path r 2 P that an satisfy O. The hoie of r 2 P depends on the dataow in a suessfulomputation of O. In omparison, the haraterizations for the other two variants imposed theadditional onstraint that P is a singleton, whih is too strong for the variant with restritedmath.We an formalize the onepts above through the notions of templates and mathes relation.A template tÆ of path s represents the dataow of non-loal names in an observer that exhibitss. The template expliit represents the dependenies from outputs in s with non-loal names asarguments (inputs reeived by the observer) to names (targets and arguments) in input ationsof s (outputs emitted by the observer). Clearly, there an be several possible templates of apath. We say a path s mathes template tÆ if it an satisfy an observer that exhibits the dataowtÆ during a suessful omputation. For the alternate haraterization, we �rst de�ne for a paths and set of names �, the set T (s; �) as the set of all possible templates that an be obtainedfrom s, assuming names in � as non-loal. This overs all possible dataows in any observer'somputation while exhibiting s:��. We say C1 �� C2, if for eah path s that C1 an exhibit,C2 an exhibit a set of paths P suh that for any template tÆ 2 T (s; �) there is a path r in Psuh that r mathes tÆ. Formal de�nition of these onepts and proof that this haraterizationis orret is omitted here due to spae onstraints.
6 Disussion and Related WorkA possible diretion of future work is to give a omplete axiomatization for �nite on�gurations,i.e. on�gurations that do not use reursive behavior de�nitions. It is also interesting to see ifour approah for alternate haraterization of may testing for A� with restrited math, an bealso be applied to get a haraterization for L� [13℄.We have not onsidered fairness property of the Ator model in this paper as it does nota�et the notion of may testing. May testing is onerned only with the ourrene of an eventafter a �nite omputation, while fairness requires eventual delivery of messages, thereby a�etingonly potentially in�nite omputations. The reader is referred to [18℄, where a version of A� withfairness is presented. An interesting onsequene of fairness is that must equivalene impliesmay equivalene, whih was shown for a spei� Ator based language in [2℄. It an be shownby a similar argument that this result holds in A� also.Several aluli [5, 6, 10, 16℄ and programming languages [2, 5℄ have been proposed for ators.Sine these works were motivated by di�erent reasons, suh as design of high-level languagesor type systems for ertain generi problems in objet-oriented languages, their systems arenot faithful to the pure Ator model [1℄. For instane, they either are equipped with highlevel programming onstruts that are not intrinsi to ators, or ignore ator properties suhas uniqueness and persistene. Furthermore, these systems are not diretly omparable to �-alulus. In ontrast, our aim was to investigate a theory for the pure Ator model and ompareit with that of �-alulus and its variants.Notions of equivalene and semanti models have been studied for ators, suh as asyn-hronous bisimulation [6℄, testing equivalenes [2℄, event diagrams [4℄, and interation paths[17℄. We have not only related may testing [2℄ to the interation paths model [17℄, but alsorelated our haraterizations to that of asynhronous �-alulus given in [11℄.
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A Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1: By strutural indution on C. 2It is straightforward to show that Lemma 1 also holds in both variants of A�. The typesystem (inluding that of the variants) respets alpha equivalene , i.e. if C1 �� C2 then�; f ` C1 if and only if �; f ` C2. This an be proved by indution on the length of a derivationof C1 �� C2, and is left to the reader.Proof of Lemma 2: Sine the type system respets alpha equivalene, without loss of gen-erality, we may assume the hygiene ondition that �(x) = x for all x 2 bn(C), and bn(C) \�(fn(C)) = ;.The proof is by indution on the length of a derivation of �; f ` C. It is straightforward toverify the base ases where the derivation is a diret appliation of NIL, MSG or INST. For theindution step, we onsider only two ases; the others are simple.1. C = x(y):C 0: Then the last step of derivation is

ACT: �0; f 0 ` C 0fxg [ ẑ; h(x; ẑ) ` x(y):C 0 if �0 � fxg = ẑ; y =2 �0; andf 0 = ( h(x; ẑ) if x 2 �0h(�; ẑ) otherwiseNote that by hygiene ondition C� = �(x)(y):(C 0�). Sine � is an injetion on fxg [ ẑso it is on �0, and thus by indution hypothesis �(�0); f 0� ` C 0�. This, together with�0 � fxg = ẑ, also implies �(�0)� �(fxg) = �(ẑ). By Lemma 1, we have �0 � fn(C 0), andhene by the hygiene ondition y =2 �(�0). Sine � is an injetion on fxg[ẑ and �0 � fxg[ẑ,we have f 0� = h(x; ẑ)� = h(�(x); �(ẑ)) if �(x) 2 �(�0), and h(�; ẑ)� = h(�; �(ẑ))otherwise. We an now apply the ACT rule to get�(fxg) [ �(ẑ); h(�(x); �(ẑ)) ` �(x)(y):(C 0�), i.e. �(fxg [ ẑ); h(x; ẑ)� ` �(x)(y):(C 0�).2. C = [x = y℄(C1; C2): Then the last step of the derivation isCOND: �1; f1 ` C1 �2; f2 ` C2�1 [ �2; f1 � f2 ` [x = y℄(C1; C2) if f1 and f2 are ompatible
Sine � is an injetion on �1 [ �2, so it is on �1 and �2. Then, by indution hypothesis�(�1); f1� ` C1� and �(�2); f2� ` C2�. The reader may verify that the fats f1 and f2 areompatible, and � is an injetion on �1 [ �2, together imply f1� and f2� are ompatible.We an now apply the COND rule to get �(�1)[�(�2); f1��f2� ` [�(x) = �(y)℄(C1�jC2�).The result follows from the following fat that f1��f2� = (f1�f2)�, whih an be veri�edeasily. 2

It is easy to show that Lemma 2 also holds for both variants of A�.Proof of Lemma 3: The proof for fn(C1) = fn(C2) is easy and is left to the reader. Now,sine � is an equivalene relation we are done if we show that �; f ` C1 implies �; f ` C2. Theproof is by indution on the length of a derivation of C1 � C2.17



For the base ase, the derivation is a diret appliation of one of the 5 laws in De�nition 3.We onsider eah in order.1. C1 �� C2: We have seen that the type system respets alpha equivalene.2. 0j0 is ommutative and assoiative with 0 as the identity: The lemma follows from the fatthat � is assoiative and ommutative over mutually ompatible funtions, and has fg asthe identity.3. The argument is simple and is left to the reader.4. For some C 01; C 02, we have C1 = (�x)C 01jC 02, C2 = (�x)(C 01jC 02), and x =2 fn(C 02). Forsome �1; �2; f1; f2, we have �1; f1 ` C 01 and ; f2 ` C 02. Then by RES and COMP rules,(�1�fxg)\ �2 = ;, and � = (�1�fxg)[ �2, f = f1j(�1�fxg)� f2. By Lemma 1, x =2 �2,and hene �1 \ �2 = ;, � = (�1 [ �2) � fxg, and f = (f1 � f2)j(�1 [ �2 � fxg). Then byCOMP and RES rules we have �; f ` C2.5. For some B def= (~x; ~y)x1(z):C, and ~u; ~v, we have C1 = Bh~u; ~vi and C2 = (x1(z):C)� where� = f~u; ~v=~x; ~yg. By INST rule f~ug; h(~u) ` Bh~u; ~vi. Sine the behavior de�nition Bis well typed, we also have f~xg; h(~x) ` x1(z):C. Sine len(~u) = 2 implies u1 6= u2,� is an injetion on f~xg. Then by Lemma 2, we get �(f~xg); h(~x)� ` (x1(z):C)�, i.ef~ug; h(~u) ` (x1(z):C)�, sine h(~u) = h(~x)�.For the indution step, the last step of the derivation is a ongruene law. This ases issimple and is left to the reader. 2Proof of Theorem 1: The proof is by indution on length of a derivation of C �! C 0. Thereare three base ases, depending on whether the derivation is a diret appliation of RECV, IFor ELSE rules. We only onsider the RECV and ELSE ases.
1. RECV: Then we have C = x(y):C1jxz and C 0 = C1fz=yg, for some x; y; z; C1. Then byACT, MSG, and COMP rules, for some �1; f1 we have �1; f1 ` C1, y =2 �1, � = �1 [ fxg,and f1 = f j�1. Then � = fz=yg is an injetion on �1, and by Lemma 2 it follows that�(�1); f1� ` C1�. But sine y =2 �1, we have �(�1) = �1, f1� = f1. Thus, we have�1; f1 ` C 0, and the theorem follows from the fat that �1 � �, and f1(x) = f(x) forx 2 �1.2. ELSE: For some x;C1; C2, we have C = [x = x℄(C1; C2) and C 0 = C2. By COND rule,�1; f1 ` C1, �2; f2 ` C2, and � = �1 [ �2; f = f1 � f2, and f1; f2 are ompatible. From thede�nition of � it is lear that f2(y) = ? if f(y) = ?. Sine, f1; f2 are ompatible, we havef2(y) 2 ff(y);?g if f(y) 6= ?, beause otherwise (f1 � f2)(y) 6= (f2 � f1)(y), and f1; f2will not be ompatible. The theorem thus follows.
For the indution step, there are three ases depending on whih rule is used in the last stepof the derivation.
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1. HIDE: For some x;C1; C 01, we have C = (�x)C1 and C 0 = (�x)C 01 and the last derivationstep is
HIDE: C1 �! C 01(�x)C1 �! (�x)C 01By RES rule, for some �1; f1, we have �1; f1 ` C1, � = �1�fxg, and f = f1j�. By indutionhypothesis, �01; f 01 ` C 01 for some �01 � �1, f 01. Then by RES rule �01 � fxg; f 01j(�01 � fxg) `(�x)C 01. Note that �01 � fxg � �1 � fxg = �. Now, the result follows if we show thatf 01j(�01 � fxg) satis�es the onditions in theorem statement. For y 2 �01 � fxg we onsideronly the ase where f(y) = �; the other ases where f(y) = ? and f(y) 2 � are easier.Sine f = f1j(�1�fxg), it follows that f1(y) 2 fx; �g. We onsider the ase where f1(y) = xand leave the other easier ase to the reader. By indution hypothesis, f 01(y) 2 fx;?g,and hene (f 01j(�01 � x))(y) 2 f�;?g, and the theorem follows.2. PAR: For some C1; C 01; C2, we have C = C1jC2, C 0 = C 01jC2 and the last derivation step is
PAR: C1 �! C 01C1jC2 �! C 01jC2By COMP rule, for some �1; �2; f1; f2, we have �1; f1 ` C1, �2; f2 ` C2, �1 \ �2 = ;,� = �1[�2, and f = f1�f2. By indution hypothesis, we have �01; f 01 ` C 01 for some �01 � �1,and f 01. Then �01 \ �2 = ;, and by COMP rule it follows that �01 [ �2; f 01 � f2 ` C 01jC2.Note that �01 [ �2 � �. Now the result follows if we show that f 01� f2 satis�es the requiredonditions. For y 2 �01 [ �2, we onsider only the ase where f(y) = x 2 �, and leave theother similar ases to the reader. If y 2 �1� �2 or y 2 �2� �1 the argument is simple. Weonsider only the ase y 2 �1 \ �2. Sine f1 and f2 are ompatible, we have the followingpossible ases:f1(y) = f2(y) = x, or f1(y) = x; f2(y) = ?, or f1(y) = ?; f2(y) = x.We onsider only the �rst. Sine f1(y) = x, by indution hypothesis it follows thatf 01(y) 2 fx;?g. In any ase we have (f 01 � f2)(y) = x whih satis�es the ondition. Thetheorem thus follows.3. REQV: The result follows by a simple appliation of Lemma 3. 2

It is easy to verify that Theorem 1 also holds for both variants of A�.
Lemma 11 Let (�x)C1 �! C2. Then C2 � (�x)C 02 for some C 02 suh that C1 �! C 02.Proof: By indution on the length of a derivation of (�x)C1 �! C2. 2Proof of Theorem 2: Let C1 <��1 C2. Suppose �; f ` O, � \ �2 = ;, and C1 may O. Sine�1 � �2, we have � \ �1 = ;. Then sine C1 <��1 C2, we have C2 may O. Hene C1 <��2 C2.Let fn(C1) [ fn(C2) � �1 and C1 <��2 C2. For O suh that �; f ` O, � \ �1 = ;, letC1 may O. We have to show C2 may O. Now, for ~x suh that f~xg = �, we have ;; fg `(�~x)O, fn(C1) \ f~xg = ;, and fn(C2) \ f~xg = ;. Then C1jO =) C 0j�� implies C1j(�~x)O �(�~x)(C1jO) =) (�~x)(C 0j��) � (�~x)C 0j��. Hene C1 may (�~x)O. Now, sine C1 <��2 C2 we have19



C2 may (�~x)O. Sine fn(C2) \ f~xg = ;, we have (�~x)(C2jO) � C2j(�~x)O =) C3j��, for someC3. From Lemma 11, we dedue C2jO =) C4 suh that (�~x)C4 � C3j��. From this we deduethat C4 � C5j�� for some C5. It follows that C2 may O. 2Proof of Lemma 4: Reexivity and transitivity of � is immediate from De�nition 5. Let[�1; �1℄ � [�2; �2℄ and [�2; �2℄ � [�1; �1℄. Sine �1 � �2 and �2 � �1 we have �1 = �2. From�1 � �2 [ �2, �1 = �2, and �1 \ �1 = ;, it follows that �1 � �2. By a similar argument �2 � �1,and hene �1 = �2. So � is antisymmetri, and thus a partial order. 2Proof of Theorem 3: All the transition rules in Table 3 monotonially inrease � and �.Therefore �1 � �2 and �1 � �2. We show C2 : [�2; �2℄ by indution on the length of a derivationof a hhC1ii�1�1 ��! hhC2ii�2�2 . We are given that �; f ` C1 and [�; fn(C1)� �℄ � [�1; �1℄.There are two base ases. The derivation is by a diret appliation of1. IN: We have IN: hhC1ii�1�1 (ŷ)xy�! hhC1 j xyii�1(�1[fyg)��1where ŷ \ (�1 [ �1) = ;; x 2 �1, C2 = C1 j xy, �2 = �1, and �2 = (�1 [ fyg) � �1.Then by MSG and COMP rules we have �; f ` C2. Also, sine fn(C1) � �1 [ �1, we havefn(C2) = fn(C1)[ fx; yg � �1 [�1 [ fx; yg = �2 [�2. The last equality is beause x 2 �1.Thus, C2 : [�2; �2℄.2. OUT: We have C1 = (�ŷ)(C2jxy),OUT: hh(�ŷ)(C2jxy)ii�1�1 (ŷ)xy�! hhC2ii�1[ŷ�1�2 = �1 [ ŷ, �2 = �1, where ŷ \ (�1 [ �1) = ;, and x 2 �1, By MSG, COMP, andRES rules, it follows that �0; f 0 ` C2 where �0 � � [ ŷ and f = f 0j�. Sine � � �1, wehave �0 � �1 [ ŷ = �2. Also, fn(C2) � fn(C1) [ ŷ. Sine fn(C1) � �1 [ �1, we havefn(C2) � �1 [ ŷ [ �1 = �2 [ �2. Thus, C2 : [�2; �2℄.For the indution step there are two ases depending on the rule used for the last derivationstep.1. TAU: We have �1 = �2; �1 = �2 and
TAU: C1 �! C2hhC1ii�1�1 ��! hhC2ii�1�1By Theorem 1, we have �0; f 0 ` C2 for some �0 � �. Hene �0 � � � �1 Further, it iseasy to show that free names in the target of a transition also our free in the soure.So fn(C2) � fn(C1). Now, sine fn(C1) � �1 [ �1, we have fn(C2) � �1 [ �1. Hene,fn(C2)� �0 � �1 [ �1. We thus have C2 : [�1; �1℄.2. LEQV: The theorem follows diretly from Lemma 3. 2
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We only sketh the proof of Lemma 6 as its omplete version is very tedious. Before theproof, a few de�nitions and lemmas are in order. For a term C, a subterm of C is said to be atthe top level in C if it does not our under an input pre�x or inside a onditional onstrut.If �; f ` C we de�ne rp(C) = � and ext(C) = fn(C) � �. The derivation tree for a redutionstep C �! C 0 has exatly one leaf C0 �! C 00 that is an instane of RECV, IF, or ELSE. Weall C0 �! C 00 the ore of the derivation. We an show that C0 appears (with bound namespossibly renamed) at the top level in C, and similarly C 00 (with possible renaming) appears atthe top level in C 0. A ontext is a on�guration with a hole. Strutural ongruene is extendedto ontexts the obvious way.Lemma 12 (ore) If C0 �! C 00 is the ore of redutions C �! C1 and C �! C2, thenC1 � C2.Proof: By indution on the length of the derivation tree of C �! C1, we an show thatC � C[C0℄ and C1 � C[C 00℄. Similarly there is a C 0 suh that C � C 0[C0℄ and C2 � C 0[C 00℄.From the fat that C[C0℄ � C � C 0[C0℄, it follows that C and C 0 are ongruent. Therefore,C[C 00℄ � C 0[C 00℄. 2
Lemma 13 (one-step-unzip) If rp(C1) \ rp(C2) = ; and C1jC2 �! C 0 then one of thefollowing holds:1. C 0 � C 01jC 02, where C1 �! C 01 and C2 = C 02.2. C 0 � C 01jC 02, where C2 �! C 02 and C1 = C 01.3. C 0 � C 01jC 02, where C1 � C 01jxy, C2jxy �! C 02, and x 2 rp(C2).4. C 0 � C 01jC 02, where C2 � C 02jxy, C1jxy �! C 01, and x 2 rp(C1).5. For any y =2 fn(C1) [ fn(C2), C 0 = (�y)(C 01jC 02), where C1 � (�y)(C 01jxy), C2jxy �! C 02,and x 2 rp(C2).6. For any y =2 fn(C1) [ fn(C2), C 0 = (�y)(C 01jC 02), where C2 � (�y)(C 02jxy), C1jxy �! C 01,and x 2 rp(C1).Proof: Let C0 �! C 00 be the ore of C1jC2 �! C 0. There are three ases depending on whetherthe ore is an instane of IF, ELSE or RECV. Suppose the ore is an instane of IF or ELSE.Then it follows that C0 (with its bound names possibly alpha renamed) ours at the top levelin either C1 or C2. If it ours in C1, ase 1 of the lemma statement applies, else ase 2 applies.If the ore is an instane RECV, we have C0 � C01jC02, where C01 = xy and C02 = x(z):C 002.There are four ases depending on where C01 and C02 appear (with their bound names possiblyalpha-renamed) in C1jC2:1. (C01 and C02 are subterms of C1): Sine C01 and C02 are at the top level in C1, itfollows C1 � (�~t)(C 0jC01jC02) for some ~t and C 0. Using the rules of Table 3, we anderive C1jC2 �! (�~t)(C 0jC 00)jC2 with C0 �! C 00 as its ore. Then, by Lemma 12 wehave C 0 � C 01jC 02, where C 01 = (�~t)(C 0jC 00) and C 02 = C2. Thus, statement 1 of the lemmaapplies. 21



2. (C01 and C02 are subterms of C2): Similar to ase 1.3. (C01 is a subterm of C1 and C02 a subterm of C2): Sine C01 (C02) is at the top levelin C1 (C2). Depending on whether y is restrited in C1, we have two subases:� C1 � (�~u)(C 001 jxy) and C2 � (�~v)(x(z):C 002jC 002 ) suh that x; y =2 f~u; ~vg. Therefore,x 2 rp(C2). We have C1jC2 � (�~u)(C 001 )j(�~v)(xyjx(z):C 002jC 002 ). Thus, we an deriveC1jC2 �! (�~u)(C 001 )j(�~v)(C 00jC 002 ) with C0 �! C 00 as its ore. Then by Lemma 12,C 0 � C 01jC 02 where C 01 � (�~u)C 001 and C 02 � (�~v)(C 00jC 002 ). Hene, statement 3 of thelemma applies.� For any y =2 fn(C1) [ fn(C2), we an writeC1 � (�~u; y)(C 001 jxy) and C2 � (�~v)(x(z):C 002jC 002 )suh that x; y =2 f~u; ~vg. Therefore, x 2 rp(C2). We haveC1jC2 � (�y)((�~u)(C 001 )j(�~v)(xyjx(z):C 002jC 002 )):Thus, we an derive C1jC2 �! (�y)((�~u)(C 001 )j(�~v)(C 00jC 002 )) with C0 �! C 00 asits ore. Then by Lemma 12, C 0 � (�y)(C 01jC 02) where C 01 � (�~u)C 001 and C 02 �(�~v)(C 00jC 002 ). Hene, statement 5 of the lemma applies.4. (C01 is a subterm of C2 and C02 a subterm of C1): Similar to ase 3. 2
Proof of Lemma 6 (zip-unzip):(if : zip) The proof is by indution on length of s.For the base ase, we have s = �, andhhC1ii�1�1 =) hhC 01ii�1�1 ; hhC2ii�2�2 =) hhC 02ii�2�2By Lemma 5, we have C1 =) C 01 and C2 =) C 02. Then by repeated appliation of PAR we haveC1jC2 =) C 01jC2 =) C 01jC 02. The result follows from the fat that bn(�) = ;.For the indution step, there are two ases out of whih we only onsider the ase s = s0:(ŷ)xy.From IN, OUT, and LEQV we havehhC1ii�1�1 s0=) hhC3ii�01�01 (ŷ)xy�! hhC3jxyii�01(�01[fyg)��01 =) hhC 01ii�01(�01[fyg)��01 ŷ \ (�01 [ �01) = ;; x 2 �01hhC2ii�2�2 s0=) hh(�ŷ)(C4jxy)ii�02�02 (ŷ)xy�! hhC4ii�02[ŷ�02 =) hhC 02ii�02[ŷ�02 ŷ \ (�02 [ �02) = ;; x 2 �02From Lemma 5, C3jxy =) C 01 and (�ŷ)(C4jxy) =) C 02. Let ~z = bn(s0). By indution hypothesisC1jC2 =) C 0 where C 0 � (�~z)(C3j(�ŷ)(C4jxy)). By Theorem 3, we have C3 : [�01; �01℄. It followsfn(C3) � �01 [ �01. Now, sine ŷ \ (�01 [ �01) = ;, it follows that ŷ \ fn(C3) = ;. Using this, andby repeated appliation of PAR and RES we have C 0 � (�~z; ŷ)(C3jxyjC4) =) (�~z; ŷ)(C 01jC 02).The lemma follows from the observation that f~z; ŷg = bn(s).
(only if : unzip) Proof by indution on the length of the omputation path C1jC2 =) C.For the base ase where the length is zero, the result holds with s = �. For the indution22



step, let the length be n > 0. By indution hypothesis, we an unzip the �rst n � 1 steps ofC1jC2 =) C 00 �! C ashhC1ii�1�1 s0=) hhC 01ii�01�01hhC2ii�2�2 s0=) hhC 02ii�02�02 and C 00 � (�~z)(C 01jC 02); f~zg = bn(s0):
It is easy to show �01 \ �02 = ;. We are done if we show (�~z)(C 01jC 02) �! C an be unzipped.From Lemma 11 we have C 01jC 02 �! C 0 where C � (�~z)(C 0). Now, there are four ases aordingto Lemma 13 out of whih we only onsider ases 1 and 5 (the others are similar).

1. (ase 1): We have C 0 � C 001 jC 002 , C 01 �! C 001 , C 002 = C 02. From C 01 �! C 001 we onstruthhC1ii�� s0=) hhC 01ii�01�01 =) hhC 001 ii�01�01 . So, C � (�~z)(C 0) � (�~z)(C 001 jC 002 ) � (�~z)(C 001 jC 02). Theresult now holds with s = s0.2. (ase 5): By Theorem 3, C 01 : [�01; �01℄ and C 02 : [�02; �02℄, from whih it follows thatfn(C 01) � �01 [ �01 and fn(C 02) � �02 [ �02. Then by piking y =2 (�01 [ �02 [ �01 [ �02) forase 5 of Lemma 13, we have C 0 � (�y)(C 001 jC 002 ), C 01 � (�y)(C 001 jxy), C 02jxy �! C 002 , andx 2 rp(C 02).Then we havehhC 01ii�01�01 x(y)�! hhC 001 ii�01[fyg�01 and hhC 02ii�02�02 x(y)�! hhC 02jxyii�02�02[fyg ��! hhC 002 ii�02�02[fygThen C � (�~z)C 0 � (�~z; y)(C 001 jC 002 ). The result follows by setting s = s0:x(y) and notingthat bn(s) = f~z; yg. 2
Note that zip-unzip lemma holds for both variants of A�, beause the ore of a redution isnow RECV or either BCASE or BMATCH. The latter an be treated in the same way as IFand ELSEProof of Lemma 7:1. The proof is by indution on the length of s. For the base ase s = �, by TAU rule wehave �0 = �; �0 = �, and the result follows. For the indution step we onsider only thease s = s0:(ŷ)xy, and leave the ase s = s0:(ŷ)xy to the reader. We have

hhCii�� s0=) hhC1ii�1�1 (ŷ)xy�! hhC2ii�1(�1[fyg)��1 =) hhC 0ii�1(�1[fyg)��1and �0 = �1, �0 = (�1 [ fyg) � �1. From indution hypothesis, �1 = rp([�; �℄; s0) and�1 = ext([�; �℄; s0). Then �0 = �1 = rp([�; �℄; s0) = rp([�; �℄; s0:(ŷ)xy), and �0 = (�1 [fyg)� �1 = (fyg [ ext([�; �℄; s0))� rp([�; �℄; s0) = ext([�; �℄; s0:(ŷ)xy).2. From part 1 of this lemma and IN rule.
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3. We have s = s0:(ŷ)xy and
hhCii�� s0=) hh(�ŷ)(C1jxy)ii�1�1 (ŷ)xy�!By part 1 of this lemma, �1 = rp([�; �℄; s0) and �1 = ext([�; �℄; s0). By OUT rule,x 2 �1 = ext([�; �℄; s0). Let C 01 = (�ŷ)(C1jxy). By Theorem 3, �01; f 01 ` C 01, for some[�01; fn(C 01)� �01℄ � [�1; �1℄. If ŷ = ; then either y 2 �01 or y 2 fn(C 01)� �01. In either ase,from [�01; fn(C 01)� �01℄ � [�1; �1℄ it follows that y 2 �1 [ �1 = rp([�; �℄; s0) [ ext([�; �℄; s0).Conversely, if y 2 rp([�; �℄; s0)[ ext([�; �℄; s0) then by the side ondition of OUT rule, wehave ŷ = ;.4. The proof is by indution on length of s. The base ase is obvious. For the indutionstep there are two ases out of whih we only onsider s = s0:(ŷ)xy. By De�nition 7, wehave rp([�; �℄; s)[ ext([�; �℄; s) = rp([�; �℄; s0)[ ((fyg[ ext([�; �℄; s0))� rp([�; �℄; s0)) =fyg[rp([�; �℄; s0)[ext([�; �℄; s0) = fx; yg[rp([�; �℄; s0)[ext([�; �℄; s0). The last equalityfollows from part 2 of this lemma. From indution hypothesis we have rp([�; �℄; s0) [ext([�; �℄; s0) = n(s0) [ � [ �. Using this, we get rp([�; �℄; s) [ ext([�; �℄; s) = fx; yg [n(s0) [ � [ �. Now, the result follows from the observation that fx; yg [ n(s0) = n(s).5. We have hhCii�� s1=) hhC1ii�1�1 ��! hhC2ii�2�2 s2=)By IN and OUT rules, we have bn(�) \ (�1 [ �1) = ;. By parts 1 and 4 of this lemma�1 [ �1 = rp([�; �℄; s1) [ ext([�; �℄; s1) = n(s1) [ � [ �, and the result follows. 2

Lemma 14 Let r; s 2 L�[�; �℄, and r = r0 � r1 � : : : � rn � s. Then ri 2 L�[�; �℄ for1 � i � n.Proof: Suppose for some 1 � i � n, ri =2 L�[�; �℄. Then ri violates either property 2 or 3 ofLemma 7. We onsider only the later, the former is similar. We have ri = t1:(ŷ)xy:t2 and atleast one of the following onditions holds.
1. x =2 ext([�; �℄; t1): There are four subases depending on whih law ri�1 � ri is an instaneof.� L1 or L2: Then ri�1 = t1:(ŷ)xy:t3 for some t3, and hene ri�1 =2 L�[�; �℄.� L3: Then ri�1 = t01:(ŷ)xy:t02 suh that ext([�; �℄; t01) = ext([�; �℄; t1). Then ri�1 =2L�[�; �℄.� L4: Then from the observation that output ations do not hange the set of externalnames it follows that ri�1 =2 L�[�; �℄.� L5: Then we have t1 = t01:(v̂)uv, and ri�1 = t01:(ŷ)xy:(v̂)uv:t2. But then againri�1 =2 L�[�; �℄ beause ext([�; �℄; t01) � ext([�; �℄; t1).Thus, in all ases ri�1 =2 L�[�; �℄. When this argument is applied repeatedly we get theontradition that r =2 L�[�; �℄.
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2. y =2 rp([�; �℄; t1) [ ext([�; �℄; t1) and ŷ = ;: A similar ase analysis as in ase 1 showsthat ri�1 =2 L�[�; �℄, whih again when repeatedly applied leads to the ontradition thatr =2 L�[�; �℄.3. y 2 rp([�; �℄; t1)[ext([�; �℄; t1) and ŷ = fyg: By property 1 of Lemma 15, y 2 n(t1)[�[�.Then, sine ŷ = fyg property 2 of Lemma 15 is violated. Contradition.
In all ases we have arrived at a ontradition. Thus ri�1 2 L�[�; �℄ for all 1 � i � n. (Forthe ase where we start with the initial assumption that ri violates property 2 of Lemma 7,we use a similar argument as above, but move up the path to arrive at the ontradition thats =2 L�[�; �℄.) 2Proof of Lemma 8: We have r; s 2 L�[�; �℄, r � s. Let r � r1 � : : : � rn � s. By Lemma 10,s � r1 � : : : � rn � r. Then by Lemma 14, we have ri 2 L�[�; �℄ for 1 � i � n. So the lemmafollows by a simple indution on n if we prove it just for the ase r � s.Let r � s. There are �ve ases one for eah law in Table 4. We onsider only L1, L3 andL5.

1. L1: Let r = s:(ŷ)xy. We know that hhCii�� s=) hhC1ii�1�1 . By Lemma 7, we have �1 =rp([�; �℄; s); �1 = ext([�; �℄; s). Then from r 2 L�[�; �℄ it follows x 2 �1, ŷ\ (�1[�1) = ;.Now, by IN rule we have hhCii�� s=) hhC1ii�1�1 (ŷ)xy�!.2. L3: Let s = s1:(ŷ)xy:(v̂)uv:s2 and r = s1:(M)uv:(N)xy:s2 where M and N are as de�nedin the side ondition of L3. We know thathhCii�� s1=) hhC1ii�1�1 (ŷ)xy�! hhC2ii�1[ŷ�1 =) hhC3ii�1[ŷ�1 (v̂)uv�! hhC4ii�1[ŷ[v̂�1 s2=) :From OUT we dedue C1 � (�ŷ)(C2jxy) and C3 � (�v̂)(C4juv). Then we have
hhCii�� s1=) hh(�ŷ)(C2jxy)ii�1�1 =) hh(�ŷ; v̂)(C4jxyjuv)ii�1�1 (M)uv�!hh(�N)(C4jxy)ii�1[M�1 (N)xy�! hhC4ii�1[ŷ[v̂�1 s2=)beause M [N = ŷ [ v̂.3. L5: Let s = s1:(ŷ)xy:(v̂)uv:s2 and r = s1:(v̂)uv:(ŷ)xy:s2, where u; v =2 ŷ. We know that

hhCii�� s1=) hhC1ii�1�1 (ŷ)xy�! hhC2ii�1[ŷ�1 =) hhC3ii�1[ŷ�1 (v̂)uv�! hhC4ii�1[ŷ(�1[fvg)�(�1[ŷ) s2=) :From IN we dedue C4 � (C3juv), and from OUT we dedue C1 � (�ŷ)(C2jxy), ŷ \ (�1 [�1) = ;. Then we have
hhCii�� s1=) hh(�ŷ)(C2jxy)ii�1�1 (v̂)uv�! hh(�ŷ)(C2jxyjuv)ii�1(�1[v̂)��1 (ŷ)xy�!hhC2juvii�1[ŷ(�1[v̂)��1 =) hhC4ii�1[ŷ(�1[v̂)��1 s2=) :beause (�1 [ v̂)� �1 = (�1 [ v̂)� (�1 [ ŷ). 225



We de�ne name subsitution on paths the obvious way, with the usual renaming of boundnames to avoid apture of free names during substitution.Proof of Lemma 9: The proof is by indution on length of s. For the base ase, we haves = �. It follows from the de�nition of O([�; �℄; �) that r ontains only inputs, and r onlyoutputs. Lemma follows from repeated appliation of (L1). For the indution step, there arethree ases:
1. s = x(y):s0: Then x 2 �, and y =2 �[�. Sine s 2 L�[�; �℄, we have s0 2 L�[�[fyg; �℄. Notethat O([�; �℄; x(y):s0) �rst waits for a message xw for some w =2 � [ � before generatingan event or sending any messages. From this observation, it follows that r is of form(v̂1)u1v1: : : : (v̂n)unvn:(ŵ)xw:r0. Sine r 2 L�[�; �℄ and w =2 � [ �, it follows that ŵ =fwg � [1�nv̂i, i.e. r has a bound output with argument w. Then r has a bound inputwith argument w. Then, sine r 2 L�[�0; �℄, we have w =2 �0 [ �. Then we have

hhO([�; �℄; s)ii�0� x(w)=) hhO([� [ fwg; �℄; s0fw=yg)ii�0�[fwg r0=)
where r0 = (v̂01)u1v1: : : : (v̂0n)unvn:r0, v̂0i = v̂i�fwg. Clearly, r0 2 L�[�[fwg; �℄. It is easy toshow sine w =2 �[�0, s0fw=yg 2 L�[�[fwg; �℄. Further, �0 = �[Æ([�[fwg; �℄; s0fw=yg).By indution hypothesis, r0 � s0fw=yg. Then x(w):r0 � x(w):(s0fw=yg). By repeatedappliation of L4 we dedue r � x(w):r0. The result follows from transitivity of � andthat s is alpha equivalent to x(w):(s0fw=yg).2. s = xy:s0: Then x 2 �, and y 2 � [ �. Sine s 2 L�[�; �℄, we have s0 2 L�[�; �℄. Notethat O([�; �℄; xy:s0) �rst waits for a message xy before generating an event or sending anymessages. From this observation, it follows that r is of form (v̂1)u1v1: : : : (v̂n)unvn:xy:r0,where y =2 [iv̂i. Then we also have

hhO([�; �℄; s)ii�0� xy=) hhO([�; �℄; s0)ii�0� r0=)where r0 = (v̂1)u1v1: : : : (v̂n)unvn:r0. Further, sine r 2 L�[�; �℄ it is lear that r0 2 L�[�; �℄.Moreover, sine Æ([�; �℄; s) = Æ([�; �℄; s0), we have �0 = � [Æ([�; �℄; s0). By indutionhypothesis, r0 � s0. Then xy:r0 � xy:s0. By repeated appliation of L4 we deduer � xy:r0. The result follows from transitivity of �.3. s = xy:s0: Then x 2 �, and sine s 2 L�[�; �℄, we have s0 2 L�[�; � [ fyg � �℄. Now, wean show O([�; �℄; s) � xy j O([�; � [ fyg � �℄; s0)There are two possible ases depending on whether xy �res or not. We onsider only thease where it �res, the other is similar. Sine xy �res, it follows that r = r1:xy:r2, wherey =2 bn(r1), beause y 2 �0 [ �. Then it is the ase thathhO([�; � [ fyg � �℄; s0)ii�0� r1:r2:��=)
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Further, sine r 2 L�[�; �℄ and y =2 bn(r1), we have r1:r2 2 L�[�; � [ fyg � �℄. Sine�0 = � [Æ([�; �℄; s), we have �0 = (� [ fyg � �) [Æ([�; � [ fyg � �℄; s0). By indutionhypothesis, r1:r2 � s0. Then xy:r1:r2 � xy:s0. By repeated appliation of L3, L5, we haver � xy:r1:r2. The result follows by transitivity of �.4. s = x(y):s0: Then x 2 �, and y =2 � [ �. Sine s 2 L�[�; �℄, we have s0 2 L�[�; � [ fyg℄.Now, we an show O([�; �℄; s) � (�y)(xy j O([�; � [ fyg℄; s0))There are two possible ases depending on whether xy �res or not. We onsider only thease where it does not �re, the other is similar. Sine xy never �res, all the interationsare performed by (�y)(O([�; � [ fyg℄; s0)), that ishh(�y)(O([�; � [ fyg℄; s0))ii�0� r:��=)During the omputation above, y may be alpha renamed to other names. Furthermore,either the name is exported through some other message, or never exported at all. Theseond ase is simpler; so we only onsider the ase where the name is exported at somepoint as a fresh name w, i.e r = r1:u(w):r2 where w =2 rp([�0; �℄; r1)[ext([�0; �℄; r1). Thenwe an dedue hhO([�; � [ fwg℄; s0fw=yg)ii�0[fwg� r0:��=)where r0 = r1:uw:r2. Further, sine r 2 L�[�; �℄, we have r0 2 L�[�; � [ fwg℄. It is easy toshow that sine w =2 �[ �0, we have s0fw=yg 2 L�[�; �[ fwg℄. Sine �0 = �[Æ([�; �℄; s),we have �0 [ fwg = (� [ fwg) [ Æ([�; � [ fwg℄; s0fw=yg). By indution hypothesis,r0 � s0fw=yg. Then x(w):r0 � x(w):s0fw=yg. By repeated appliation of L3, L5, we haver:xw � x(w):r0, and by L2, we have r � r:xw. The result follows by transitivity of �, andthat s is alpha equivalent to x(w):s0fw=yg. 2
Proof of Theorem 4: Let [�1; �1℄ be the minimal interfae of C1 and [�2; �2℄ that of C2.(if) Let C1 �� C2, and C1 may O. We have �1; �2 � �. Let � = (�1 [ �2)� �. Let [�00; �00℄ bethe minimal interfae of O, �0 = �00 [ � and �0 = �00 � �. Then O : [�0; �0℄, and sine �00 \ � = ;we have �0 \ � = ;. From Lemma 6, it follows that the omputation C1jO =) C 0j�� an beunzipped into hhC1ii�� s=) and hhOii�0�0 s=) hhO0j��ii�000�000 . Then hhC2ii�� r=) for some r � s, andhhOii�0�0 s:��=). Sine � =2 �[�, we have r:��; s:�� 2 L�[�[ f�g; �℄, and we an show by indutionon the length of a derivation of r � s that r:�� � s:��. By a similar indution we an show that,sine s:�� 2 L�[�0; �0℄ and r 2 L�[�; �℄ we have r:�� 2 L�[�0; �0℄. Then by Lemma 8, hhOii�0�0 r:��=)and we an zip up these omputations to produe C2jO =) C 02j��. Hene C2 may O.(only if) Let C1 <�� C2, � = (�1 [�2)� �. Let hhC1ii�� s=). Let �0 = �[Æ([�; �℄; s). It is learfrom De�nition 10 that hhO([�; �℄; s)ii�0� s:��=). We an zip these up to get C1 may O([�; �℄; s),and therefore C2 may O([�; �℄; s). The omputation C2jO([�; �℄; s) ��=) an be unzipped intohhC2ii�� r=) and hhO([�; �℄; s)ii�0� r:��=), for some r 2 L�[�; �℄. Then by Lemma 9, r � s, and heneC1 �� C2. 2
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Lemma 15 For s 2 L�[�; �℄1. rp([�; �℄; s) [ ext([�; �℄; s) = n(s) [ � [ �, and2. s = s0:� implies bn(�) \ (n(s0) [ � [ �) = ;.Proof: By indution on s. 2Proof of Lemma 10: There are �ve ases for r � s one for eah law in Table 4. We onsideronly (L5) in detail. We have r = s1:(v̂)uv:(ŷ)xy:s2, s = s1:(ŷ)xy:(v̂)uv:s2, and u; v =2 ŷ.Applying Lemma 15 to s, we have x; y =2 v̂. Then by (L5) s � r. For the other ases, the readermay verify that (L1) and (L2) omplement eah other, and so do (L3) and (L4). 2Proof of Theorem 5: Let hhC1ii�� s=). Then hhC2ii�� r=) for some r � s. From Lemma 10, wehave s � r. From Lemma 8, we onlude hhC2ii�� s=). 2
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